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ABSTRACT
We have developed a distributed asynchronous Web based
training system. In order to improve the scalability and
robustness of this system, all contents and a function that
scores user’s answers are realized on mobile agents. These
agents are distributed to computers, and they can obtain us-
ing a P2P network that modified Content-Addressable Net-
work. In this system, although entire services do not be-
come impossible even if some computers break down, the
problem that contents disappear occurs with an agent’s dis-
appearance. In this study, as a solution for this problem,
backups of agents are distributed to computers. If a failure
of a computer is detected, other computer will continue ser-
vice using backups of the agents belonged to the computer.
The developed algorithm is examined by experiments.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, e-Learning systems are very popular in every-
where, such as college educations, corporate educations,
and community educations. The term e-Learning covers a
wide set of applications and processes, such as Web-based
training (hereafter we abbreviate as WBT), computer-based
training, virtual classrooms, and digital collaboration. We
are concerned with asynchronous WBT that allows the
learner to complete the WBT on his own time and schedule,
without live interaction with the instructor.

Although a large number of studies have been made
on asynchronous WBT[1, 2, 3], all of them are based on
the client/server model. The client/server systems gener-
ally lack scalability and robustness. In the recent years,
P2P research has grown exponentially. Although the cur-
rent P2P systems are famous for file sharing, and the con-
sequent legal problems, P2P systems are gradually proving
to be a very promising area of research because they have
potential for offering a decentralized, self-sustained, scal-
able, fault tolerant and symmetric network of computers
providing an effective balancing of storage and bandwidth
resources.

We have proposed and implemented a distributed e-
Learning system based on P2P architecture[4, 5] using Ma-
glog that is a Prolog-based framework for building mo-
bile multi-agent systems that we have also developed[6, 7].
The proposed e-Learning system has two distinguishing
features. Firstly, it is based on P2P architecture and ev-
ery user’s computer plays the role of a client and a server.
Namely, while a user uses the proposed e-Learning system,
his/her computer (hereafter we refer to such a computer as
a node) is a part of the system. It receives some number
of contents from another node when it joins the system and
has responsibility to send appropriate contents to request-
ing nodes. Secondly, each exercise in the system is not only
data but also an agent so that it has functions, such as scor-
ing user’s answers, telling the correct answers, and showing
some related information without human instruction.

In the proposed system, since exercises and functions
are distributed among all nodes, the loads are balanced and
not concentrated on one node. In addition, the proposed
system can be considered more robust than the client/server
systems because even if a node failure occurs, the rest of the
system will still continue service. However, when a node
failure occurs, the exercises in the node are lost and cannot
be studied by anyone afterward.

In this study, as a solution for this problem, backups
of agents are distributed to nodes. When a node failure oc-
curs, another node continues service using backups of the
agents belonged to the failure node. Our algorithm always
tolerates one node failure and tolerates more than one node
failure under the condition described below.

This paper is organized in 6 sections. The proposed
e-Learning system is described in Section 2. We describe
a node joining and leaving procedures without the node
backup and recovery mechanism of the P2P network in
Sections 3. Subsequently, in Section 4, we explain the node
backup and recovery mechanism and describe how a node
joining and leaving procedures are modified for the mecha-
nism. In Section 5, we present experimental results to con-
firm our approach. Finally, some concluding remarks are
drawn in Section 6.
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2 Proposed e-Learning System

2.1 Overview

As mentioned in the previous section, we focus on asyn-
chronous WBT, that is to say, a user can connect to the
proposed e-Learning system anytime and anywhere he/she
wants. Once connection is established, the user can obtain
exercises one after another through specifying categories
of the required exercises. User’s answers for each exercise
are scored as correct or incorrect right away. Related in-
formation may be provided for each answer, which can be
viewed when the correct answer is shown.

While a user uses the proposed e-Learning system,
his/her computer is a part of the system. Namely, it receives
some number of categories and exercises in them from an-
other node when it joins the system and has responsibility
to send appropriate exercises to requesting nodes.

The important point to note is that the categories a
node has are independent of the categories in which the
node’s user are interested as shown in Figure 1. Figure
1 illustrates that user A’s request is forwarded first to the
neighbor node, next forwarded to the node which has the
requested category.

Figure 1. Proposed e-Learning system.

2.2 P2P Network

All exercises in the proposed system are classified into
categories, such as “English/Grammar”, “Math/Statistics”,
and “History/Rome”, etc.

When the proposed system bootstraps, one initial
node has all categories in the system. When another node
joins the system, it is received certain number of categories
from the initial node. The categories are distributed among
all nodes in the system according as nodes join the system
or leave the system.

We would like to emphasize that in existing P2P-
based file sharing systems, such as Napster[8], Gnutella[9],
and Freenet[10] each shared file is owned by a particular
node. Accordingly, files are originally distributed among
all nodes. On the other hand, the categories in the pro-
posed system are originally concentrated. Consequently,
when a new node joins the system, not only location infor-
mation of a category but the category itself must be handed
to the new node. Considering that, the P2P network of the
proposed system can be constructed as a CAN[11].

The CAN has a virtual coordinate space that is used to
store (key, value) pairs. To store a pair (K1, V1), key K1 is
deterministically mapped onto a point P in the coordinate
space using a uniform hash function. The corresponding
(key, value) pair is then stored at the node that owns the
zone within which the point P lies. In the proposed system,
we let each category be a key and let a set of exercises
belonging to the category be the corresponding value.

Our P2P network is constructed with 2-dimensional
coordinate space [0,1] × [0,1] to store exercise categories,
as shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the situation that
node C has just joined the system as the third node. Before
node C joins, node A and node B shared the whole coordi-
nate space half and half. At that moment, node A managed
“Math/Geometry” ,“Math/Statistics”, and “History/Rome”
categories and node B managed “English/Grammar”, “En-
glish/Reader and “History/Japan” categories, respectively.
When node C joins the system, it is mapped on a certain co-
ordinate space according to a random number and takes on
corresponding categories from another node. For example,
in the case of Figure 2, node C takes on the “History/Japan”
category from node B and exercises of the category move
to node C.

Figure 2. P2P network.
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2.3 Mobile Agents

Generally, in addition to service to show an exercise, a
WBT server provides services to score user’s answers, to
tell the correct answers, and to show some related informa-
tion about the exercise. Therefore, for the proposed system
that can be considered a distributed WBT system, it is not
enough that only exercises are distributed among all nodes.
Functions to provide the above services also must be dis-
tributed among all nodes. We adopt mobile agent technol-
ogy to achieve this goal. Namely, an exercise is not only
data but also an agent so that it has functions, such as scor-
ing user’s answers, telling the correct answers, and showing
some related information about the exercise.

In addition, mobile agent technology is applied to re-
alize the migration of categories, that is, each category is
also an agent in the proposed system.

3 Joining and Leaving Procedures without a
Backup and Recovery Mechanism

3.1 Preliminary

Definition 1 Two nodes in the proposed P2P network are
neighbors if and only if their zones overlap along the X or
Y axes. A set of neighbor nodes of a node n is defined as
N(n).

For example, in Figure 2, N (node A) is {node B, node
C}, N (node B) is {node A, node C}, and N (node C) =
{node A, node B}.

Definition 2 A procedure for informing the node n’s zone
information to N(n) is defined as update(n). The zone
information of node n consists of the zone coordinates of
node n and N(n). The zone coordinates consists of the
upper left point and the lower right point of the zone.

3.2 Joining Procedure

When a node n intends to join the P2P network, the follow-
ing steps are performed:

1. Node n randomly chooses a point P in the 2-
dimensional coordinate space and sends a join request
destined for point P . This message is sent into the
P2P network via any existing node. Each node then
uses the CAN routing mechanism[11] to forward the
message, until it reaches node np in whose zone P
lies. It is assumed that at least one IP address of exist-
ing nodes in the P2P network is known by every node.

2. Node np then splits its zone in half and assigns one
half to node n. Categories and exercises in the half
zone are also transferred to node n.

3. Having obtained its zone, node n learns the IP ad-
dresses of N(n) from node np. Similarly, node np

updates its N(np) to eliminate those nodes that are no
longer neighbors.

4. Nodes n and np execute update(n) and update(np)
respectively to inform their neighbors about this real-
location of space.

Figure 3 shows an example of node J joining the P2P
network. First, node J chooses a point (x, y), which is no-
tated as P in the above procedure, in the 2-dimensional
coordinate space randomly. Next, node J sends a join re-
quest to node D of which node J is assumed to know the
IP address. This message is forwarded to node F, which is
notated as np in the above procedure, whose zone the point
(x, y) lies as shown in Figure 3 (a). Finally, node F splits
its zone in half and assigns one half that the point (x, y) lies
to node J as shown in Figure 3 (b).

Figure 3. Change of the P2P network when node J joins.

3.3 Leaving Procedure

When a node n intends to leave the P2P network, the fol-
lowing steps are performed:

1. If there is node m in N(n) where the volume of node
n’s zone equals the volume of node m’s zone then go
to step 4 otherwise go to step 2. We refer to such two
neighbor nodes whose volumes are equal as a pair of
nodes.

2. Node n forwards a search request to a node in N(n)
whose volume is smallest. This process repeats until
a pair of nodes is found. Let the two nodes of the pair
be nodes p and q.

3. Node n and p exchange their zones and execute
update(n) and update(p), respectively.

4. The zones of node n and q are merged into a single
zone that is assigned to node q. Node q update its
N(q) and executes update(q). Categories and exer-
cises in node n’s zone are also transferred to node q.
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Figure 4 shows an example of node B leaving the P2P
network. In this example, because only nodes C and D
are mergeable, nodes B and D exchange their zones first as
shown in Figure 4 (b), where nodes B, C, and D correspond
to nodes n, q, and p in the above procedure, respectively.
Next the zones of nodes B and C are merged into a single
zone that is assigned to node C as shown in Figure 4 (c).

Figure 4. Change of the P2P network when node D leaves.

4 Backup and Recovery Mechanism

4.1 Backup of a Node

We intend to maintain backups of all nodes in decentralized
manner. To achieve this goal, one of the neighbor nodes of
each node takes its backup. If node n takes a backup of
node m, node n is called a backup node for node m, while
node m is called an original node for node n. An original
node knows which node a backup node for it is, and vice
versa. A backup of a node consists of its zone information
and the categories and exercises in the zone. A neighbor
node that has the minimum number of agents is selected
for a backup node to balance the load of the system. The
number of agents in each node is published always.

The joining procedure described in Section 3.2 should
be modified for backup, i.e., a step for making a backup of
the joining node should be added after the step 4 of the
joining procedure. However, it is not enough. Figure 5
shows an example of node J joins the P2P network with the

backup and recovery mechanism. In this example, node J
obtains its zone from node F. As the result, node F’s zone
is changed so that the backup of node F becomes invalid.
Node F therefore requests to node C, which is a backup
node of node F, for throwing its backup away, and then
remakes its backup. A circle in which white letters are
printed on a dark background represents a remade backup
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Change of the P2P network with a backup and
recovery mechanism when node J joins.

Similarly, the leaving procedure described in Sec-
tion 3.3 should also be modified for backup, i.e., all back-
ups of the affected nodes by the leaving should be thrown
away and be remade. Figure 6 shows an example of node
B leaves the P2P network with the backup and recovery
mechanism. In this example, all backups except of node A
are thrown away and remade. A circle in which white let-
ters are printed on a dark background represents a remade
backup in Figure 6 as same as in Figure 5. Note that Figure
6 doesn’t mean backups are remade at once after the ex-
changing. It cannot be known when each backup is remade
since each node works asynchronously.

Clearly, our algorithm always tolerates one node fail-
ure. Let us consider more than one node failure at a time.
Naturally, it is impossible that recovery from the failures
that occur in both an original node and its backup node at
the same time. Our system however can be recovered from
other types of combinations of failures.

4.2 Recovery from a Node Failure

Each node ni execute update(ni) periodically. The pro-
longed absence of a message of update(ni) from a neigh-
bor signals its failure. If a backup node n detects the failure
of its original node m, the following steps are performed:

1. Node n generates a temporary node from the backup
of m.

2. The temporary node executes the leaving procedure.
Consequently, node m’s zone is formally handed over
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Figure 6. Change of the P2P network with a backup and
recovery mechanism when node D leaves.

to one of the neighbor nodes.

If an original node detects the failure of its backup node in
the contrast, it simply makes a new backup of itself.

Figure 7 shows an example of node B fails. It is sim-
ilar to the case of leaving shown in Figure 6. The only dif-
ference is that a temporary node (node Temp in Figure 7)
stands for node B in this case of recovery. The temporary
node is generated by node A in this example.

5 Experiments

This section presents the experimental results obtained with
the implementation of the proposed backup and recovery
mechanism for our distributed e-Learning system. For the
experiments, 15 PCs with Intel Pentium4 3.0GHz proces-
sor and 1GB of RAM are connected via 1000Base-T net-
work. All the PCs are running on GNU/Linux (kernel ver-
sion is 2.6.0) operating system.

We calculate the variance of the numbers of agents
including backups in each node in the experimental envi-
ronment under the conditions shown in Table 1. The vari-
ance decreases as the number of nodes increases as shown
in Figure 8. A lower variance indicates higher load balance
of the proposed system.

Next we investigate how the total amount of bytes
of transferred agents changes, with or without the back-

Figure 7. Change of the P2P network when node B fails.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions.

Number of Nodes 1–15
Number of Categories 50
Number of Exercises/Category 3

Figure 8. Variance of the number of agents in each node.
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ups and recovery mechanism. In Figure 9, the ratio of
the total amount of transferred agents with and without the
backup and recovery mechanism are shown. Both amounts
are measured in bytes between the time when the system
is bootstrapped and the time when n nodes have completed
to join the system. Here and after, the former amount is
referred as B(n) and the latter is B′(n). The results indi-
cate the overhead of the backup and recovery mechanism
doesn’t increase as the number of nodes increase.

Figure 9. Ratio of B′(n) to B(n).

6 Conclusion

Since existing asynchronous WBT systems are based on
the client/server model, they have problems of scalability
and robustness. The proposed e-Learning system solves
these problems in decentralized manner through both P2P
technology and mobile agent technology.

We have developed a backup and recovery mech-
anism for our distributed e-Learning system. With this
mechanism, when a node failure occurs, another node con-
tinues service using backups of the agents belonged to the
failure node. Our algorithm always tolerates one node fail-
ure and tolerates more than one node failure under the con-
dition that there are no failures occurring in both an original
node and its backup node at the same time.

Experimental results show that our approach balances
the number of agents including backups in each node. In
other words, our approach doesn’t lose the advantage of the
distributed e-Learning system in scalability. Although the
overhead of backups and recovery mechanism is indepen-
dent of the number of nodes, it is significant. This overhead
will be tackled in future work.
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